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We go places ………. Boots and all 
 
 

Greetings Bokmates 
 

 
Refer to Christine’s email of 25 November regarding our year-end function, which will be 
held on the 8th of December at 12h00. 
 

Thanks to Roshael we will be spending the afternoon at 46 Oyster Coves, The Coves, Hartbeespoort Dam .  
(Approx. 1 hour from Jhb) 
 
Bring your own chairs, meat and drinks .  Salads, bread rolls, “pap en sous” and dessert will be provided.  
Wimpie will organise the charcoal. 
 
Hopefully, you have already let Christine know of your attendance.  
Christine Mehliss, 082 782 4352, christine.cooper@liberty.co.za.  
 
 

 

AGM held on 7 September 2013 at Somabula Nature Res erve, Cullinan 

Some 18 members and friends attended the 25th Annual General Meeting.  The Minutes of 

the meeting will be sent under a separate email.  With the exception of Henrin who resigned, 

the outgoing Committee is also the ingoing Committee for 2014.  However, we welcome any 

member who wishes to get involved with the organisation and to come on to the Committee. 

 

 

Membership Fees 2014 

Membership Fees are now payable and are R75 per member per year.  New members pay a once-off joining fee of  

R75 plus the annual membership fee. Children under 13 may join free of charge. 

 
 
Cinderella pudding 
A bread and butter pudding, traditionally made with milk and golden syrup, but in this recipe Cinderella gets a new 
dress: cream and honey 
Serves six 6. Preparation time 15 minutes 
 
1 small round white bread 
1½ cups cream 
1 teaspoon vanilla or caramel essence 
125g butter 
5 tablespoons honey 
Ice cream/custard, to serve 
Slices of lemon, to serve 
 
1 Quarter the bread and halve each wedge – you need blocks of about 5cm wide. Put the pieces in a shallow dish 
and add the cream and vanilla essence. Leave for 5 minutes then turn them over. 
2 Melt the butter and honey in a flat-bottomed potjie or in a pan big enough to accommodate all the pieces of bread 
in a single layer. 
3 When the syrup starts to bubble, add the bread and fry until golden brown on both sides. (Turn regularly, 
because the bread burns easily).  Serve with cream or custard, and lemon slices. 
 
go! November 2013 
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Hike Reports 
 
Whale Trail – 8 to 13 October 2013 

Finally the time arrived for the major hike of 2013!  On 

Tuesday, 8 October 2013 we met at Potberg to start the 

5-day trail along Cape Nature’s De Hoop Nature Reserve.   

The Whale Trail got off to an almost synchronized start 

with all ten of us (Celia, Susan, Barbara, Helena, Cindy, 

René, Roshael, Karen, Hilton and John) arriving at the 

Potberg hut within a few minutes of each other, late on 

Tuesday afternoon. We were all impressed with the 

amenities provided – pots, pans, plates, cutlery – even 

washing-up liquid. 

 

After settling in, and getting a fire going, we started cooking the evening meal when two Cape Nature officials 

arrived to give us a briefing. After telling us what to expect at each hut, and the do’s and don’ts, they left us excited 

at the prospect of tackling the next 5 days, with 56 kms between us and Koppie Alleen, the end of the hike. 

 

Day 1 Potberg to Cupido’s Kraal (John) 

Our first hiking day started well before dawn, as the self-proclaimed slow hikers (in fact, a lot fitter than the rest of 

us) readied themselves for a 6am start. After they disappeared into the thick mist, Roshael, Karen, Helena and I did 

a final check and tidy-up before locking the door. We shouldered our packs (some heavier and larger than others), 

and started the long trek through the mist, up the never-ending trail, as we ascended the Potberg. Without much of 

a view, it was difficult to really appreciate our surroundings.  Helena strained at the leash, keen to put her whippet-

like speed-hiking to the test, but did her best not to race too far in front of us back markers.  By 08:45, we had 

caught up with the others at the top of the mountain, still shrouded in mist, with a cold wind blowing. I’m reliably told 

that there were lots of proteas enroute (the naturalists amongst us spotted fauna and flora, which I confess I failed 

to spot, as I strove unsuccesfully to try keep up with the greyhound!). 

 

As the trail started its descent and leveled out, following a long spine several kms long, the mist cleared, revealing 

the wonder below. We had an eagle’s view of the Breede River, as it meandered through the tiny settlement of 

Malgas far below us. 

 

The trail is in dire need of maintenance, with dongas and other forms of erosion common on the mountain sections. 

(This was reported to Cape Nature on completion of the hike) 

 

By midday, we had reached the lunch spot, on the rocky banks of a fast flowing stream, the Melkbosriver. It was 

boiling hot, and there was little shade as we huddled under bushes to escape the blazing sun. Roshael applied first 

aid on Karen’s boots whose soles had come off (Karen finished the last bit on her socks but fortunately had another 

pair of boots as a backup).  After a welcome snack and drink, we started off, in dribs and drabs, back up the trail, in 

the company of Southern Boubou shrikes, and other birds which Barbara was later able to help me identify.   

 

Eventually, after a long and winding trudge up and along the mountaintop, the trail started its welcome descent to 

Cupido’s kraal.  This was, again, a well-appointed and fully equipped cottage, with welcome hot showers, and 
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comfortable beds. Once everyone trudged somewhat wearily in after the 15km hike, had showered and unpacked, 

we were able to relax, and the festivities began.  Another braai for Hilton and me, plus some well-earned beers 

from our containers, marked the perfect way to celebrate the completion of our first day on the Whale Trail. 

 

Day 2, Cupido’s Kraal to Noetsie (Celia) 

Another 15km hike which took most of us the allotted 8 hours.  The trail follows the crest of Potberg through fynbos 

and after a few hours the first views of the Indian Ocean come into sight.  The route finally exits Potberg and leads 

onto limestone hills, then descends to the enchanting bay of Noetsie on the beach. 

 

Barbara, Susan, Celia, Cindy and René again set off first at 06:30.  The day started with a steep uphill but not for 

such a long way as the day before.  The downhill is much longer though, and the last 4km feels never ending.  

When Noetsie comes into view the first time it is a good one a half hours more until you get there. 

 

By lunch time we reach an unattractive area with Port Jackson everywhere.  An active alien plant eradication 

programme is underway.  We were also bothered by horseflies is this area. I was very sad to leave the fynbos area.  

The first and second day abound with variety of fynbos and it felt like walking in the Lord’s colour in book! 

 

We stopped on top of the cliffs above Noetsie and had our first exciting sight of whales.  Susan jumped right out of 

her skin (clothes actually) from excitement and her screaming reached the whales, they spread the word and 

stayed with us for the rest of the trail! 

 

Barbara, Susan and I hiked the Whale Trail together ten years ago.  We enjoyed it even more this time even 

though our bodies were not as strong as ten years ago.  The previous time we did it after the whales left and did 

not see a single whale.  I also cannot remember the fynbos being as stunning as it was this time around. Noetsie 

now has two wooden cabins, rather cramped and stuffy.  As a result, half of us promptly moved into the old hut. 

 

Roshael and Karen came across a puffadder today and Karen even was brave enough to take photos.  Cindy 

spotted an albino whale baby and Roshael took some stunning photos of it with her new camera. 

 

Cindy and René cooked a delicious meal of rice and veggies and were kind enough to share their yummie crunchy 

fresh carrots.  Barbara, Susan and I “enjoyed” our third night of smash/couscous/pasta with tuna.  I don’t think 

Helena eats; she seems to survive on adrenalin and oxygen.  John, Hilton, Roshael and Karen ate like royalty from 

their cool boxes. 

 

Day 3 Noetsie to Hamerkop (Cindy) 

Day 3 dawned clear and beautiful.  We awoke to the muffled crashing of the waves, beckoning us to savour what 

can be described as an expansive, exuberant and extravagant day!  

 

The whales were already out at play, enjoying the amber sea by the time we roused.  We left in small parties, 

crossing back over the rock and shell-strewn beach, and then up the steep incline we had descended to our huts 

the day before.  We largely walked along cliff tops, then down into small valleys, before climbing (or rock-climbing) 

up the other side.  The flowers were abundant and breathtaking, and the paths were full of stones and small rocks.  

We saw so many whales on day 3, some putting on a wonderful extravaganza for us.  One of my favorite moments 
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was when René and I saw a mother and child pair swimming together.  The mother then breached, and the calf 

followed suit.  The mother breached again, followed by the calf.  The calf obviously derived great enjoyment from 

breaching and so breached again and again along the shoreline, followed seconds later by its attentive mother.  It 

reminded me so much that we need to revel in the moment and the person/people we are with in that moment!  

  

After some walking, and much stopping to enjoy the sights and sounds and much whale-spotting, we arrived in 

dribs and drabs at Stilgat, a secluded beach with rock pools to swim in and to explore.  Log ladders led down the 

steep incline to sea level, and all but René descended to enjoy this oasis.  Some chose to swim or snorkel in the 

icy water, while others plopped their weary feet into the rock pools where the shy fish would scatter, finding the 

closest rock or pebble to hide under as soon as one approached them.  Roshael was the undisputed hero of the 

day when she managed to turn off a gas bottle which had toppled off some rocks and so could have exploded!  

When we decided to bid a fond farewell to Stilgat to resume our trek, we heard thumping on the sea surface and, 

on investigation, saw whales smacking the ocean with their flippers and we even heard the hollow sound of one 

whale “speaking” to another!   

 

Our house at Hamerkop was just beautiful!   We sat on the balcony watching whales, and cheered in camaraderie 

each time a whale did something impressive.  John, on attempting to alert us to a whale that was spyhopping 

stated that it was “skywalking”…which resulted in that whale being named Luke ☺ 

 

Supper was followed by discussions around all manner of topics – from arbitrary to serious matters like BEE and 

the unbelievably high salaries paid to certain types of professionals.  Mattresses had again been dragged to 

preferred locations, and just before René and I went to bed, we stepped out onto the balcony and looked at the 

clear, star-spangled sky.  The perfect end to a delightful and spacious day! 

 

Day 4, Hamerkop to Vaalkrans (Karen) 

“Life is good – it doesn’t get any better than this!”  For the 2nd time on this hike, we have fallen asleep and woken 

up to the sound of the ocean waves crashing onto the rocks and the beach.  Even though the air is cool and the 

sun obscured by increasingly heavy clouds, the air is fresh and the scenery just breathtakingly beautiful.  I am truly 

spoilt for this is hiking at its luxurious best! 

 

John, Roshael and Karen lingered for a few moments more, drinking in the sights, sounds and scent of Hamerkop 

for a final time, or maybe it was the weather delaying our departure… and since the others had already left by 7am, 

we swallowed the last of our coffee, gathered up our packs and ensured the hut was clean, tidy and locked up. 

 

We set out for the beach at 7.30am under ominous looking clouds, an incoming tide and a blustering head wind 

which blew the sand stinging against our legs and face like hundreds of tiny flying jellyfish – we trudged our way 

down the beach for about 5km in the spirit of adventure which was, although quite strenuous, perversely quite 

enjoyable, well I thought so!  Just think toned legs and pedicured feet and keep moving…!!  Clearly that concept 

worked for John as he rapidly became a dot in the distance, and not a bad plan considering the very real threat of 

rain. 
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Shortly after passing Lekkerwater Lodge, a remote guest lodge situated between the trail path and the edge of the 

cliff, the incoming tide and lack of beach forced us up onto the coastal path, reluctantly or gleefully I’m not sure 

which… we dusted off our feet and got back into our boots and continued on our merry way. 

 

Whales, wallowing deep in the water like heavily laden ships, lumbered their way along the coast to keep us 

company.  Unfortunately the weather was such that we did not get the chance to fully appreciate the variety of 

birds, flowers, vegetation, rock formations and blowholes, which can be found en route. 

 

The ever increasing squalls brought light drops of moisture to the air which finally gave way to a downpour, luckily 

for us just when we were passing the ruins of an old house and we sought shelter in what appeared to be a former 

meat store – “J. Oosthuizen en Seun 23.5.56” was etched on the side of the round building. 

 

The shower finally let up and we ventured out and continued on our way. Never were we so happy to see the 8km 

marker. With renewed energy and vigour, we ate up the last 3kms in record time, arriving at Vaalkrans, which is 

perched high on the cliffs on top of a cave, around 12.30pm. We looked like a couple of drowned rats; me the 

hunchback drowned rat due to my waterproof protecting both me and my daypack! 

 

We were greeted by the rest of the team huddled by the door, forlornly peering out of the windows and wishing the 

rain away – reminiscent of childhood holidays in the UK, when it always seemed to rain when it was our turn to go 

to the seaside!  And as the sky suddenly turned green, we were then greeted by a short but sharp hail storm as 

soon as we set foot in the door. How’s that for luck! The weather angels were certainly looking down on us with 

benevolence that day!! 

 

Roshael, showing us her survivor skills, as well as her compelling urge to get warm, lit a fire using the wood 

supplied together with candle wax, paper plates and whatever else was scavenged from the dustbin! 

 

We then huddled equally forlornly by the fire under a full clothes line of wet garments!  John reluctantly climbed out 

of his black plastic dustbin bag to enjoy the warmth of the fire.  As clothes dried and bodies warmed, conversation 

and laughter started to flow and we spent the afternoon by the fire, accompanied by a bottle of red wine for the last 

night, compliments of John. 

 

Just before dusk, a few shrieks of Whoop Whoop alerted us to a spectacular display outside – a pod of whales had 

arrived and treated us to a private show of lobtailing, tail sailing and spyhopping – now forever known as “sky 

walking” courtesy of John!!  A few of us ventured outside and clung to the corner wall of the hut, but situated as it 

is, did not offer much shelter from the wind and rain, and the inclement weather soon chased us inside, where we 

watched the rest of the show from the relative warmth of the bedroom windows. 

 

The gala premiere over, we set about making supper, the gourmet hiking staple of packet pasta and packet rice 

being the order of the day.  Followed by hot drinks, more stories until the wood ran out and we duly retreated to 

bed. 
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Vaalkrans, what a welcome sight!!        Drying out… 

 
 
 
Day 5, Hamerkop to Koppie Alleen (Roshael)  
If the walls of Vaalkrans could talk, it would tell tales of mixed emotions and heavy hearts.  It would also regale you 

with the story of a sorry team of ten that it received the day before.  What a sight we were, soaked to the bone and 

wretchedly miserable for want of warmth and heat.  By evening, ten hearts were contented with some of the trip’s 

most spectacular displays of a pod of whales wallowing in shallow waters. 

 

The final morning of the whale trail was animated with feverish packing and incessant chatter.  We raved about 

how gloriously spoilt we were to have been on a land based whale safari.  And even on the last day theses aquatic 

giants had come to accompany us to our final pick point, at 

Koppie Alleen. 

 

The easy 7 km walk was briskly completed in about 3 hours.  

The team chose the high tide route through the fynbos but 

redeemed themselves by walking part of the trail on the 

boardwalk back down to the beach. 

Special thanks to Hilton for lugging around a black refuse 

bag and to the team for picking up rubbish and debris along 

the coastline. 

 

 

Our shuttle wait proved entertaining with a few rodent and bird opportunists that seem to understand that humans = 

food source.  We were promptly collected at 11 and driven back to Potberg, before any of us could be accused of 

turning these creatures obese.  20 minutes later, the team said goodbye and began their journey home.  
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Rooikrans, near Loskop Dam – 22 to 24 November 2013 

John, Celia, Wimpie, Barney, Dwayne, Barry, Peter, Roshael, Karen  

The Rooikrans Trail, situated on a farm close to the Loskop Dam, is an easy 2 hour drive from Johannesburg.  The 

venue offers well maintained facilities and routes that have been awarded Green Flag Status. The trails consist of 

three circular routes:  Witpenskloof 7,6km;   Job se kloof 11,4km;   Draadkloof 11,1km 

Witpenskloof and Job se kloof can be combined to form a rather strenuous trail for experienced hikers of 15,8km. 

The accommodation sleeps a total of 30 people in three bedrooms with shared kitchen and ablution facilities.  

Three donkey heated showers are kept warm all through the stay. And the cleaning staff makes a visible the effort 

to beautify the place with freshly cut flowers in the communal areas.  The kitchen has a gas stove and a gas fridge, 

with not nearly enough space for 30 people ☺. It is stocked with basic utensils like kettles and pots.  The quality of 

mattress is well worth mentioning as possibly the best mattress of all venues stayed at.  Well done hike venue 

management! A generator keeps the lights burning till 22:00. 

 

Interestingly; Rooikrans is the name of the Australian Acacia (Acacia Cyclops.)  This invader tree grows quite 

prolifically in the region and can be useful for firewood and as a wind break.  These trees also provide much 

needed shade enroute. One cannot ignore the rooi krantzes as you walk the trails. 

 

Our team arrived on Friday with the last car unpacked by 18:30.  A braai had been started by John and taken over 

by the Dwayne, Barry combination.  Dinner was eagerly ravaged and we were all in bed by lights out. 

 

Our Saturday start kicked off with the sun overhead already at only 7:30.  There was a general consensus that we 

would plan to split up at the fork in the trail to accommodate 

for all hikers.  The first part of the Witpenskloof was a slog for 

almost all team members.  Some think it may have been the 

heat and humidity factor combined with the difficulty of the 

hike.  Personally, I thought the heat was energy sapping.  

After several stop starts through wooded forests, open grass 

lands and deep gorges we arrived at the lunch stop which 

should have been one of the pools mentioned in the 

advertising. Unfortunately the river and the streams that ran 

through the trail were bone dry.   

 

Celia and John commented that on their previous hike from about 8 years ago, there was plenty of water running 

through the area. The river and streams were at a healthy enough level to give way to a beautiful waterfall.  Sadly, 

that was not witnessed on this trip. 

 

The views from the hill tops are spectacular and the Loskop Dam in the distance is clearly un influenced by human 

development.  Several types of buck were spotted and various bird calls were identified by Celia and Arthur.  The 

two worth mentioning: Spookvoel singing : “I’m so sad” and the Bosveld Kingfisher had the team focused on trying 

to spot these birds. 
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We stopped for lunch just after the split and enjoyed a much needed respite from the unforgiving sun.  In the spirit 

of “one for all and all for one” that we have come to live by, the team decided to combine the routes and complete 

the taxing 15.8km.  We walked; one foot in front of the other and willed ourselves back to camp. 

 

John got a second wind on the downhill and high tailed it back; to be the first one “home”.  We were later given the 

motivation for his renewed mojo ☺. The rest of the team came in fairly out of breath but otherwise unscathed.  In 

true Bokmakierie style, we all whoop whooped at our safe return and celebrated with a cold drink.  Everybody took 

an afternoon nap, in preparation for the SA vs France rugby game later that night.  The plaas oom was kind and 

accommodating enough to have re-activated his DSTV subscription so that we could watch the game at his house.  

I have never experienced a longer two hour wait before. For those of us that sat around the fire that night, you will 

smile in remembrance at calling the passing of every 15 minutes.   

 

SA beat France, whilst sleep beat my team.  We were in bed by 12:30 with the very clear notion that only John and 

Karen would brave the Sunday morning hike.  True to his word John, with Karen, set off at 07:00 on Sunday for an 

hour stroll. Arthur and Peter made an attempt to follow suit, and passed each other en-route.  We packed up and 

left camp by 09:30. 

 

 
 

Forthcoming Hikes 
 
The hiking schedule for 2014 will be issued soon.  In the meantime please diarise the 
January hike:  
 
We will be revisiting the Rheebok trail 31 January to 2 February 2014.  Due to the club 
organising signage (through Christine) we are getti ng a special deal and the hike will only 
cost you R100 per person.  

 

 
 

Committee 

Chairman & bookings : John Mehliss 072 725 6128 john.mehliss@liberty.co.za 
Treasurer : Adrian Clegg 083 226 4597 adrianclegg@mazista.co.za 
Secretary : Susan Louckx 082 408 3204 susanlouckx@cybersmart.co.za 
Day Hikes & Social : Wimpie vd Berg 082 339 0976 willem@metalscentre.com 
Hike Bookings : Christine Mehliss 082 782 4352 christine.cooper@liberty.co.za 
Newsletter : Roshael Hoosen 082 603 0683 roshael@gratech.co.za 
  and Celia 
Membership & birthdays : Celia de Wet  082 465 0050 cecilia.dewet@marsh.com 
Webmaster : Graham Murray 084 643 7326 gwm@highveldmail.co.za 
      and Christine 
 
 

 
Book for all hikes with : Christine Mehliss 082 782 4352 christine.cooper@liberty.co.za  
 
PAYMENTS:  
Electronic transfer or direct deposit into Bokmakier ie Hiking Club, Absa Fourways Mall, Account number 9146512023. 
Use the hike name and your name as reference on the  deposit. 
 
Email proof of payment to Adrian Clegg at  aclegg@mazista.co.za   and please cc christine.cooper@liberty.co.za 
within 24 hours of payment.  
 
 
 


